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The project of determining all finite groups having a standard subgroup of 
known type is nearing completion. However, there do exist certain 
“stragglers,” and it is the object of this note to consider some of these cases. 
Recall that a quasisimple subgroup A of G is called a standard subgroup 
if K = C,(A) is tightly embedded in G (i.e., 1 K 1 is even but ] K n Kg 1 is odd 
for g & N(K)), N(A) = N(K), and [A, A “I# 1 for each g E G. In this paper 
we let A z Sp-(6,2), c(2), q(2), or G(4), in each case a covering of the 
corresponding simple group by a group of order 2. In view of other results 
(see [ 1, 31) we assume that K has cyclic Sylow 2-subgroups. 
The first case leads to Co,. To see this we easily determine the Sylow 2- 
subgroup of G, at which point we apply a result of Solomon. The other cases 
lead to degenerate situations. The arguments are mostly trivialities. The case 
of 6;(4) is not new. Indeed, the result is due to Solomon (Theorem 1.4 of 
[9]). We present another proof mainly because our proof is quite elementary, 
relying only on properties of G(4). In particular, nothing is needed 
concerning other standard form problems (e.g., coverings of L,(4)). 
In the following we let A be a standard subgroup of the finite group G and 
R E Syl,(C,(A)). We assume that O(G) = 1 and R is cyclic. 
THEOREM 1. If A z Sp(6,2), then A < G or E(G) z Co,. 
Proof: It will suffice to show that A contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, 
for then we can apply a result of Solomon ((1.1) of [8]). Let (t) = B,(R). 
Then A < C,Jt), and since Aut(Sp(6,2)) = Sp(6,2) we have SR E 
Syl,(C,(t)), where S E Syl,(A). 
We claim that R = (t). For suppose R > (t). By the Z*-theorem we may 
assume there exists tg# t with tg E SR. Then R ,<AgD, where D E 
Syl,(C(Ag)), and R projects to a cyclic subgroup of AgD/D having order at 
least 4. On the other hand [CAb(t), R] < CA8(t)n O(C,(A)) = 1. But this 
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contradicts the results (7.9), (7.10), and (7.11) of [2], where an explicit 
description of Cab(t) is given. This proves the claim. To complete the proof 
of Theorem 1, we need only check that t is a 2-central involution in G. But 
this is immediate from Lemma 2.1(c) of [8], where it is shown that (t) = 
-w)* 
THEOREM 2. If A r G(2) z Sp(4,3), then A g G. 
Proof. Suppose false. By the Z*-theorem we choose t # tg E C(f). We 
first suppose that tg E C(t) -AC,(A), so tg induces an outer automorphism 
of A (hence of A/Z(A) =x? U,(2)). By (19.9)(ii) of [2], CA(I~) g Sp(4, 2) 
or the centralizer of a transvection in Sp(4,2). In the first case one checks 
that t E E(C,(tg)) < E(CG(lg)) < Ag, whereas no involution in Ag centralizes 
a subgroup isomorphic to E(C,(tg)) z SL(2,9). Therefore, C,(P) contain 
YE X(2,3) as a normal subgroup, with t E Z(Y). Consider Y < C(tg), use 
the fact that R is cyclic, and conclude that f E Ag. By symmetry we may 
now assume that there exists t # tg EA. Then C,(tg) ?E SL(2,3) x SL(2,3). 
As before setting J = CA(tg) we have O,(J) < Ag. This implies that 
O,(C,(tg)) = O,(C,,(t) = O,(J). Now, t has 36 square roots in O,(C,(tg)) 
while tg has 12 square roots. Yet viewing O,(J) as O,(C,,(t)) the reverse 
holds. This is a contradiction, and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 3. If A g K(2), then A g G. 
Proof. Suppose false and let (t) = Z(A). We will argue as in [6] and [7] 
to produce subgroups 1, Y of A such that, setting E = E(C,(X)) and E, = 
E(C,(Y)), we have (Er;lEO) g Fd(4), 2E,(2), E,(2), or F,(2) x F,(2). Then t 
induces an outer automorphism of G, = (E, E,) with A = E(CGO(t)). But this 
is impossible, as t EA. 
In the following we let - denote images in A = A/(t). We will use the 
notation of [6, 71, although subgroups of 2 will be labeled with the above 
convention. The notation for the root system of 2 is described at the 
beginning of Section 3 of [6], and from (4.1) of [6] we have certain 
subgroups, x E Z, and d = E(C,-(2)) = Sp(6,2). Also, P and p will be as in 
(6.4) of [7]. Now, let X, Y be the Sylow 3-subgroups of the preimages of 8 
and p, respectively. 
From the extended Dynkin diagram of 1;,(2) we see that each of B and P 
is contained in a subgroup of A isomorphic to Sp(8,2). Since Sp(8,2) has 
trivial multiplier, we conclude that the preimages of a and !r have the form 
D x (t) and P x (t), respectively, where D z P g Sp(6,2). 
Let X be the root system of 2 and CY E z. The root subgroup Do, is 
conjugate by an element of the Weyl group to a subgroup of D. Hence the 
preimage of 0, has the form U, x (t), where U, - ZJ, < D, for some p. Let 
u E e. Then we claim that u +A ut. For otherwise, C,(U~ would contain a 
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subgroup of index 2, and this is not the case (see (13.3)(i) and (13.3)(ii) of 
[2]). So the subgroup U, is weakly closed in U, X (t) (with respect o A) 
and we treat these groups as if they were root groups in A. For a E z, let 
J,= (U,, U-,)zSs,. 
We are now in a position to follow through the arguments in [6] and [7] 
for the F,(2) case. By the Z*-theorem we may assume that there exists t# 
t8 E C(t). If tg induces an outer automorphism of A, then by (19.5) of [2], 
E(CA(P)) g *F,(2)‘. Since E(C,(P)) < CG(tg)(m) = Ap, we argue (as in (3.2) 
of 161) that cc nA(t) # {t). From here we have (see (3.5) of [6]) 1’nA(t) n 
C(J) # {t}, where J = J, and r is the positive root of highest height in z. 
As mentioned before, let E = E(C,(X)) and E, = E(C,(Y)). Then D and P 
are standard subgroups of C,(X) and C,=.(Y), respectively. Moreover, 
DO(C,(X)) & C,(X) and R E Syl,(C,(X)n C,(D)) (see (4.4) and (4.5) of 
[6]). Thus, we have the structure of E by appealing to the result in [5]. 
Similarly we have E,. Now argue as in Section 11 of [7] to obtain the 
structure of G, = (E, E,) and the action of t on G,. As mentioned before, 
this gives a contradiction. 
THEOREM 4. ((1.4) of (81). ZfA FZ c;;(4), then A _a G. 
Proof. Suppose false and let t # P E C,(t) (Z*-theorem). Let a,B be 
long and short roots, respectively, for the root system of 2~ G,(4) and 
o,, oD corresponding root subgroups. Let I= (Da, o-,) and r= COD, o-,). 
By (18.4) of [2], x has two classes ofinvolutions represented by i E na and 
FE I?~. By [4, p. 3681 the preimages of a” are involutions, while the 
preimages of 6 are elements of order 4. Consequently, the preimage of J has 
the form J x (t), while the preimage of f is isomorphic to SL(2, 5). 
We claim that we may choose tg E AR. Otherwise, tg induces a field 
automorphism on A ((19.2) of [2]) and G,(2)’ E E(C,(tg)) Q Ag. Choosing a 
such that tg normalizes Jwe see that t8 N tge, where e E Jn E(C,(F)). Thus, 
the claim holds by symmetry. 
Next we show that R = (t). Certainly R < C(tg), and so [C,,(t), R] < 
CAg(r)n O(C(t)) = 1. Using (18.4) of [2] we conclude IR / = 2. At this tage 
tR E A, and we can apply the argument in the first paragraph of (8.3) of [3]. 
For completeness, we repeat that argument. 
We may assume tg projects to a’ and from (18.4) of [2] we have the 
following facts. Firstly, C,(uj) = Ci(a’)‘“‘, and secondly, we may choose p 
such that f< C,-(a?. The former statement shows that tg +a Pt. The latter 
statement and earlier remarks show that if I is the preimage of [ then Ir 
SL(2, 5) and C,(tg) = CA(tg)‘m’ < C(tg)(m) = Ag. Let S E Syl,(C,(P)). Then 
S E Syl,(A) n Syl,(C,,(t)). However, it is easily checked from the structure 
of C,(c) that fg has 240 square roots in S, while t has more than 240 square 
roots in S (just look at conjugates of 6 in 9, each of which squares to t). 
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This is a contradiction, since the roles of t and tg are reversed when viewed 
in Ag. 
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